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It is widely held that the spatial processing functions underlying rodent navigation are similar to those encoding human episodic memory
(Doeller et al., 2010). Spatial and nonspatial information are provided by all senses including vision. It has been suggested that visual
inputs are fed to the navigational network in cortex and hippocampus through dorsal and ventral intracortical streams (Whitlock et al.,
2008), but this has not been shown directly in rodents. We have used cytoarchitectonic and chemoarchitectonic markers, topographic
mapping of receptive fields, and pathway tracing to determine in mouse visual cortex whether the lateromedial field (LM) and the
anterolateral field (AL), which are the principal targets of primary visual cortex (V1) (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) specialized for
processing nonspatial and spatial visual information (Gao et al., 2006), are distinct areas with diverse connections. We have found that the
LM/AL border coincides with a change in type 2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor expression in layer 4 and with the representation of the
lower visual field periphery. Our quantitative analyses also show that LM strongly projects to temporal cortex as well as the lateral
entorhinal cortex, which has weak spatial selectivity (Hargreaves et al., 2005). In contrast, AL has stronger connections with posterior
parietal cortex, motor cortex, and the spatially selective medial entorhinal cortex (Haftig et al., 2005). These results support the notion
that LM and AL are architecturally, topographically, and connectionally distinct areas of extrastriate visual cortex and that they are
gateways for ventral and dorsal streams.

Introduction
Visual information is used for object recognition, moving eyes
and head, reaching, grasping, and navigation (Whitlock et al.,
2008). It is widely held that these functions rely on basic spatial
processing mechanisms that are similar to those used for encod-
ing episodic memory (Knierim et al., 2006; Bird and Burgess,
2008; Eichenbaum and Lipton, 2008; Doeller et al., 2010). The
neuronal network that underlies these functions is known to in-
terconnect the visual cortex with somatosensory, posterior pari-
etal, motor, temporal, and parahippocampal areas as well as the
hippocampus (Bird and Burgess, 2008; Whitlock et al., 2008).

Navigation relies on the perception of landmarks and the pro-
cessing of path integration information about the speed and the
direction of self-motion (Whitlock et al., 2008). The task of the
visual system, then, is to deliver nonspatial information about
landmarks and spatial information about their topographic rela-
tionships including cues about self-location to the network. In
the primate visual system, this diverse information is carried by
interconnected streams that preferentially link areas in ventral
and dorsal cerebral cortex (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982;

Goodale, 2010). It has been proposed that circuits in the rodent
visual system are organized in similar fashion (Kolb, 1990; Mc-
Donald and Mascagni, 1996). However, there is little detailed
understanding of the network that carries different forms of vi-
sual information from V1 to temporal, posterior parietal, and
motor cortex.

Classic studies have shown that mouse V1 sends output to two
regions in medial and seven regions in lateral extrastriate visual
cortex (Olavarria and Montero, 1989). In rats and mice, the
strongest inputs terminate on the lateral side of V1 at two sites
within an island that receives few callosal inputs (Coogan and
Burkhalter, 1993; Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Topographic
mapping studies of connections from V1 and recordings of re-
ceptive fields have shown that each of these regions contains
complete representations of the contralateral visual field that be-
long to separate areas, the lateromedial field (LM) and anterolat-
eral field (AL) (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Both of these areas
have also been identified by mapping of intrinsic optical signals
(Schuett et al., 2002; Tohmi et al., 2009). Based on the distinctive
connections and the shared vertical meridian representation with
V1, it was suggested that LM corresponds to primate V2 (Coogan
and Burkhalter, 1993; Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Although
differences in neurofilament, serotonin, and cytochrome oxidase
expression were found in lateral extrastriate cortex (Remple et al.,
2003; Hamasaki et al., 2004; Van der Gucht et al., 2007), it re-
mains unclear whether LM and AL are chemoarchitectonically
distinct. Recordings indicate that LM and AL are functionally
diverse (Gao et al., 2006), suggesting that high spatial resolution
information flows through LM to temporal cortex, whereas in-
formation about fast-moving objects flows through AL into the
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posterior parietal cortex. Here, we exam-
ined whether LM and AL are chemoarchi-
tectonically and connectionally distinct.
The results show an abrupt decrease in
type 2 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor
(m2AChR) expression at the LM/AL bor-
der. In addition, distinctive pathways sug-
gest that LM is a gateway to the ventral
stream, whereas AL preferentially pro-
vides inputs to the dorsal stream.

Materials and Methods
Experiments were performed in postnatal day
10 (P10) and 6- to 8-week-old C57BL/6J male
and female mice. All experimental procedures
were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at Washington Uni-
versity and conformed to the National Insti-
tutes of Health guidelines.

Mapping chemoarchitecture of cortex
For mapping the chemoarchitecture, we have
used immunostaining of different markers to-
gether with retrograde labeling of callosal con-
nections in tangential sections of flatmounts of
the left cerebral hemisphere. Sectioning the cor-
tex in the tangential plane is critically important
in animals with small brains in which the spatial
resolution of graphically reconstructed labeling
patterns from coronal sections limits the accu-
racy of making maps of chemoarchitectonic re-
gions (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001; Van der
Gucht et al., 2007). In addition, labeling of cal-
losal landmarks in the same sections is invaluable
for assigning chemoarchitectonic fields and con-
nections to specific cortical areas and regions
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007).

Newborn P10 mice were anesthetized by in-
halation of 2.5% isofluorane (Butler) in oxy-
gen. Adult mice were anesthetized with a
mixture of ketamine (86 mg � kg �1) and xyla-
zine (13 mg � kg �1, i.p). Analgesia in newborns
and adults was achieved by injections of bu-
prenorphine (0.05 mg � kg �1, s.c.). For tracer
injections, mice were put in a headholder (Stoelting) equipped with an
adapter for neonatal animals. The body temperature was maintained at
37°C with a feedback-controlled heating pad. Callosal connections were
labeled by making a large craniotomy on the right side and distributing
multiple pressure injections (�30) of bisbenzimide (5% in H2O, 20 nl
each; Sigma) in a gird-like fashion (spacing, �0.5 mm) across the poste-
rior third of cortex. After the injections, the bone was replaced, and the
skin flaps were either glued together (Vet Close; Butler; newborns) or
closed with wound clips (adults). To prevent cannibalization, the skin
and nose of newborns including their mothers were covered with
phenol-tainted Vaseline before returning to the cage. Adult mice recov-
ered in a heated chamber and were later returned to the home cage. After
1 d (newborns) or 3 d (adults) survival, mice were perfused through the
left ventricle with 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB; pH 7.4) followed by 1%
paraformaldehyde in PB (PFA). Immediately after the perfusion, the
brain was removed; the cortex was separated from the rest of the brain
and flattened. This was achieved by placing the cortex upside down on a
glass slide and covering the tissue with a 3-mm-thick sponge topped by a
second glass slide. The assembly was then immersed in 4% PFA overnight
at 4°C and equilibrated in 30% sucrose. The flattened cortex was placed
pial surface down into Peel-A-Way embedding mold (VWR), which was
filled with O.C.T. compound (Electron Microscopic Sciences) and fro-
zen in 90% ethanol cooled with dry ice. Tangential sections were cut at 50
�m on a cryostat. The sections were wet mounted onto glass slides and

coverslipped. Retrogradely labeled callosal connections were imaged in
the sixth section below the pial surface with a 2� objective under a Nikon
80i microscope equipped with UV fluorescence optics and a cooled CCD
camera (Optronics Magnafire). Dark-field illumination of the same sec-
tion was used to reveal the myeloarchitectonic borders of primary visual,
auditory, and somatosensory areas. The sections were then removed
from the slides, and complete series of sections from adult mice were
immunostained with antibodies against the nonphosphorylated neuro-
filament SMI-32 protein or the m2AChR. Sections from P11 mice were
used to study the transiently expressed type 3 retinoic acid dehydroge-
nase (RALDH3) (Luo et al., 2004), which is mostly undetectable in 60-
d-old mice (Wagner et al., 2006). Floating sections were preincubated in
PB containing 5% normal goat serum and 0.3% Triton X-100 for 4 h and
treated with mouse anti-SMI-32 (1:5000 in PBS, SMI32R; Convance), rat
anti-m2AChR (1:500 in PBS, MAB367; Millipore), or rabbit anti-
RALDH3 (1:4000 in PBS; gift from U. C. Dräger, Eunice Kennedy Shriver
Center for Mental Retardation, Waltham, MA). This step was followed
by a 4 h incubation (20°C) in biotinylated goat anti-mouse (1:400; Jack-
son ImmunoResearch), goat anti-rat (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch),
or biotinylated goat anti-rabbit (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch) sec-
ondary antibodies and an ABC reaction with avidin and biotinylated
HRP (Vectastain ABC Elite) in the presence of diaminobenzidine (DAB;
0.05%) and H2O2 (0.01%). Finally, the DAB reaction product was inten-
sified with AgNO3 and HAuCl2 (Jiang et al., 1993). The expression pat-
terns of SMI-32, m2AChR, and RALDH3 were imaged and digitally

Figure 1. LM/AL border identified by the transition of m2AChR expression coincides with receptive field recordings from lower
visual field. A, Expression of m2AChR in a tangential section through layer 4 in left adult visual cortex. The arrowheads mark the
LM/AL border between the m2AChR-expressing area LM and the nonexpressing area AL. B, Density contour map of m2AChR
expression showing a �20% reduction of immunostaining at the LM/AL border (arrowheads). C, D, Overlay of m2AChR with
FR-labeled callosal connections. Numbered rows in C indicate recording sites in areas LM and AL. The receptive fields at site 1
(posterior green mark) are in the upper visual field (D), drop to the lower visual field (site 5, middle green mark) at the LM/AL border
(C, D, arrowheads), and reverse back to upper fields (site 8, anterior green mark) in AL (C, D). A second series of recordings (sites
9 –18) shows a similar trend with a reversal at site 15. Note that the recordings sites 5 and 15 coincide with the transition in
m2AChR expression (arrowheads), showing that the LM/AL border represents the lower visual field periphery, which was previ-
ously identified as the boundary between areas LM and AL (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). rf, Rhinal fissure; A, anterior; M, medial;
P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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aligned (Photoshop CS2; Adobe) with the callosal pattern using blood
vessels as reference.

Anatomical mapping of LM/AL border. For localizing the border be-
tween areas LM and AL, we used topographic mapping with anterograde
and retrograde tracers combined with immunolabeling of m2AChR and
Nissl staining. Adult mice were anesthetized and secured in a headholder
as described above. Pressure injections of the anterograde tracers Flu-
ororuby (FR; 5% in H2O, 20 nl; Invitrogen) or Fluoroemerald (FE, 5% in
H2O, 20 nl; Invitrogen) or retrograde tracers (20 nl of rhodamine- or
fluorescein-labeled latex microspheres; Lumafluor; Retrobeads) were
made 300 �m below the pial surface in the upper and lower visual field
representation of V1, using glass pipettes (tip diameter, 15 �m) con-
nected to a Picospritzer (Parker-Hannafin). Upper visual field injections
were made 3 mm lateral to the midline and 1.1 mm in front of the
anterior margin of the transverse sinus. Lower field injections were 2.6
mm lateral to the midline and 2 mm in front of the anterior margin of the
transverse sinus. Callosal connections were labeled with bisbenzimide
from the opposite hemisphere, as described above. After 3 d of survival,
mice were perfused with 1% PFA, and in situ images of the callosal
labeling pattern as well as the FR, FE, and microsphere injection sites
were taken under a stereomicroscope equipped for UV, fluorescein, and
rhodamine fluorescence (Leitz MZ16F) and a CCD camera (CoolSnap
EZ) (Wang et al., 2007). The cortex was then flattened, postfixed in 4%
PFA, and equilibrated in 30% sucrose. Cryostat sections were cut at 50
�m either in the tangential or quasi parasagittal plane. The sections were
wet mounted, and the bisbenzimide-labeled callosal, FR, FE, or
microsphere-labeled ipsilateral connections were imaged under a Nikon
80i fluorescence microscope equipped with UV, fluorescein, rhodamine,
and infrared (IR) fluorescence optics. The sections were then removed
from the slides and immunostained with rat anti-m2AChR (1:500) pri-
mary antibody followed by goat anti-rat Alexa 647 (1:400 in PBS, A21247;
Invitrogen) secondary antibody. The sections were wet mounted again, and

the m2AChR expression was imaged under IR
fluorescence illumination and digitally aligned
with the callosal, FR, FE, and microsphere label-
ing patterns. Next, the sections were stained with
cresyl violet for Nissl substance. Nissl staining was
imaged under bright-field illumination and digi-
tally aligned with the fluorescent callosal and ip-
silateral connection patterns.

Electrophysiological mapping of LM/AL border.
To link architectural borders with the visuotopic
organization of areas LM and AL, we performed
receptive field mapping in the large acallosal re-
gion on the lateral side of V1. The callosal con-
nections were labeled by multiple pressure
injections of FR (20 nl each 5% in H2O; Invitro-
gen) into the right occipital cortex. Three days
later, mice were anesthetized with urethane (1.2
g/kg in 20% saline solution, i.p.) and secured in a
customized headholder. The bone over the left
visual cortex was thinned to reveal the FR-labeled
callosal connections, using transcranial imaging
with a stereomicroscope equipped with rhoda-
mine optics (Wang et al., 2007). The large acal-
losal zone on the lateral side of V1 was then
exposed, and multiunit recordings of receptive
fields were made in LM and AL. Recordings were
performed with lacquer-coated tungsten micro-
electrodes (1–1.5 M�). Neuronal signals were
bandpass filtered from 300 to 5000 Hz, using the
Axoprobe-2A amplifier (Molecular Devices). Se-
lected recording sites were marked by painting
recording electrodes with FE (5% in H2O;
Invitrogen).

Visual stimulation was performed with a flat
screen color monitor, which was mounted on
an adjustable stand at 30 cm viewing distance
(Gao et al., 2010). The stimuli were viewed
with the right eye from a position in which the

incisor bar was 2.5 mm below the interaural line and the roof of the
mouth was horizontal. The nose was aligned with the vertical meridian,
and the horizontal meridian intersected the center of the pupil. The eyes
were kept moist with a thin layer of ophthalmic ointment (Paralube). No
attempt was made to restrain eye movements, because previous studies in
anesthetized mice have shown that eye movements are extremely small
and negligible considering the large receptive fields in LM and AL
(Dräger, 1975; Wagor et al., 1980; Gordon and Stryker, 1996; Wang and
Burkhalter, 2007). To search for visual responses, we moved a slit on the
screen with a computer mouse and listened to the responses on an au-
diomonitor. A mapping program was then used to plot the spike rates
and qualitatively outline the receptive field. For quantitative analysis of
receptive field size, a circular patch (5° in diameter) of a drifting grating
(5°/s, 0.03 cycles/degree) was displayed for 2 s at various locations on the
screen. This procedure generated spatial response plots in which points
with similar mean response strengths were connected by contour lines
(Gao et al., 2010). The contour corresponding to 2 SDs of the fitted
Gaussian represented the size of the receptive field. Receptive field loca-
tion was determined by measuring azimuth and elevation of its center to
the eye with a digital protractor.

At the end of the recording session, mice were perfused, and the cortex
was flattened and sectioned tangentially as described above. FR-labeled
callosal connections and FE-marked recording sites were imaged under a
microscope equipped with rhodamine and fluorescein fluorescence op-
tics. Interpolation of marked recording sites was used to plot unlabeled
recording sites onto the cortex.

Mapping intracortical connections. For mapping intracortical connec-
tions of LM and AL, we combined anterograde tracing of axons with
biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) in the left cerebral cortex with retro-
grade bisbenzimide tracing of callosal connections from the right hemi-
sphere. Labeling of callosal connections provided landmarks that were

Figure 2. Chemoarchitectonic LM/AL border identified by m2AChR expression and connections from lower visual field of V1. A,
m2AChR expression in tangential section through layer 4 of left adult cerebral cortex, showing an abrupt decrease in labeling
intensity in the belt on the lateral side of V1 (arrowheads). B, Density contour map of m2AChR expression showing a �20%
reduction of immunostaining at the LM/AL border (arrowheads). C, Overlay of m2AChR (green-yellow immunolabeling) with
lower field input from V1 labeled by anterograde transport after injection of FE into V1 (asterisk). The bright green projection
(arrow) coincides with the LM/AL border marked by arrowheads. D, Overlay of m2AChR expression with the projections from the
lower quadrant of the visual field of V1 (green FE-labeled axons), the upper quadrant of V1 (red FR-labeled axons), and callosal
connections (blue bisbenzimide-labeled cell bodies). The red (FR) and green (FR) spots in V1 mark the injection sites. The yellow
centers indicate dye saturation at the center of injection sites. Note that the green projection from the lower field labels a single site
that coincides with the LM/AL border (arrowheads) marked by m2AChR expression (C). Inset, Lower field projection from V1
(green) to the LM/AL border is flanked by two red clusters from the upper field of V1 terminating in LM and AL. Ent, Entorhinal
cortex; A, anterior; M, medial; P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale bars: A, 1 mm; D, inset, 0.1 mm.
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critically important for the identification of ex-
trastriate visual areas (Wang and Burkhalter,
2007). Adult mice were anesthetized and se-
cured in a headholder (see above). Ipsilateral
cortical connections were labeled by injecting
BDA (10,000 molecular weight, 5% in H2O, 20
nl; Invitrogen) 300 and 500 �m below the pial
surface, using glass pipettes (tip diameter, 15
�m) connected to a Midgard iontophoresis
current source (Stoelting). Injections were
made by applying 3 �A at a 7 s on/off duty cycle
for 10 min. The stereotaxic coordinates for LM
injections were 4.1 mm lateral of midline and
1.4 mm in front of the anterior margin of the
transverse sinus. AL injections were made 3.7
mm lateral and 2.4 mm in front of the trans-
verse sinus. Callosal connections were labeled
by making a large craniotomy on the right side
and distributing multiple pressure injections of
bisbenzimide across the occipital cortex (see
above). At the end of the injections, the wound
was closed with clips. Mice recovered in a
heated chamber and were later returned to the
home cage. After 3 d of survival, mice were
perfused with 1% PFA, the cortex was flattened
and postfixed in 4% PFA and equilibrated in
30% sucrose. Tangential sections were cut on a
cryostat at 50 �m. The sections were wet
mounted and coverslipped, and bisbenzimide-
labeled callosal connections were imaged (see
above). The sections were then removed from
the slides, treated with 0.3% Triton X-100 in
PB, and stained with avidin and biotinylated
HRP (Vectastain ABC Elite) in the presence of
DAB (0.05%) and H2O2 (0.01%). The DAB re-
action product was intensified with AgNO3

and HAuCl2 (Jiang et al., 1993). BDA-labeled
connections were imaged under dark-field illu-
mination and digitally superimposed with the callosal landmarks.

Data analysis
To quantitatively assess the chemoarchitecture of m2AChR, SMI-32, and
RALDH3 expression and the cytoarchitecture of Nissl-stained tissue, we
have analyzed staining density in sections with customized Matlab
(MathWorks) software. For this purpose, digital gray-tone images were
used to determine maximum and minimum staining densities in regions
of interest. The images were then filtered with a Gaussian at 5 �m, blood
vessels were subtracted from the images, and density contours were plot-
ted by thresholding at 20% intervals. The contours were displayed as heat
maps that showed the distribution of staining densities in horizontal and
parasagittal sections through the cortex.

The density of Nissl staining across cortical layers was determined by
line scans of optical density (MetaMorph; Molecular Devices) and aver-
aging across three different sections from five different mice.

The strength of BDA-labeled projections was assessed by counting
boutons and optical densitometry. Because the projection strength (i.e.,
weight) depends on the size and location of the injection site, both bou-
ton and projection densities were expressed as functions of the total
BDA-labeled output of V1. Both measurements were made in tangential
sections.

Bouton counts were performed with a 100� oil-immersion lens, using
the optical dissector as a stereological probe for systematic random sam-
pling of objects provided by Stereo Investigator software (MicroBright-
field). For each connection, we used custom-made Matlab software to
generate a contour map that revealed 80% of the BDA-labeled projection
field. Within this region, we then randomly selected four sections at
different levels across the superficial 350 �m of cortex and counted bou-
tons in 15 � 15 �m frames at 60 –160 sampling sites, distributed with an
average spacing of 46 �m, in a volume of 4000 – 6000 �m 3. The Scheaffer

correlation coefficient was used to assess whether the number of boutons
counted per frame was a significant ( p � 0.05) representation of the
strength of whole projection. The sum of boutons across all projections
was then taken as 100% and used for expressing the strength of individual
connections in percentage of the total BDA-labeled V1 output. Measure-
ments from three mice were averaged (�SEM) and plotted against rela-
tive projection densities.

For densitometric measurements of the projection strength, we used
bright-field images taken with a 4� objective and analyzed the images
with custom-made Matlab software. The density of each projection was
determined relative to the center of the injection site (i.e., darkest region
of the specimen) and was scaled to the unstained background at the
projection site. Blood vessels were subtracted from the image, and a 5 �m
Gaussian blur was applied. To calculate a weight index, the density mea-
surements of all projections labeled by a given injection were summed,
and the strength of each projection was expressed as the percentage of the
total BDA-labeled output of V1. Mean relative density measurements
(�SEM) from three mice were averaged and plotted against mean rela-
tive bouton counts. The plot was fitted by linear correlation analyses. The
statistical significance of R 2 was p � 0.05. Identical density measure-
ments were made to compare the projections strengths of extrastriate
visual areas. The t test was used for statistical comparisons. Significance
was set at p � 0.05.

Results
Chemoarchitectonic and cytoarchitectonic borders coincide
with topographic LM/AL border
In immunostained horizontal sections through layer 4, we found
dense m2AChR expression in V1 and weaker staining in sur-
rounding extrastriate cortex (Fig. 1A). The weakly stained extra-
striate region was most obvious on the lateral side of V1, where it

Figure 3. Chemoarchitectonic LM/AL border shown by m2AChR expression in parasagittal section coincides with V1 inputs from
lower visual field. A, m2AChR expression in parasagittal section showing moderate to strong immunofluorescence in layers 1, 2, 4,
deep 5, and 6 of areas LM and AL. Note the transition in the thickness of layer 4 at the LM/AL and LM/POR borders (tick marks). The
posterior arrowhead indicates the border between POR and entorhinal cortex (Ent). The anterior arrowhead marks the AL/S1
border. Bright yellow represents nonspecific labeling of myelinated fibers in white matter. A, anterior; V, ventral; P, posterior; D,
dorsal. B, Density contour map of m2AChR expression showing a �20% reduction of immunostaining and a decrease in the width
of staining in layer 4 that coincides with the LM/AL border (tick mark). C, Overlay of anterogradely FE-labeled connections from the
lower field of V1 shows that the green projection site (arrow) is aligned with a transition in the width of m2AChR staining in layer
4 that coincides with the LM/AL border. Inset, In situ image of green and red injection sites into V1. The blue pattern represents
callosal projections. The oblique lines indicate the plane of quasi parasagittal sectioning. A, anterior; M, medial; P, posterior; L,
lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm. D, Overlay of m2AChR expression (faint green/yellow staining) with V1 projections from lower (green, FE)
and upper (red, FR) fields and callosal connections (blue, bisbenzimide). Note that the green projection (arrow) coincides with the
LM/AL border (tick mark). The posterior red projection is near the posterior border of the acallosal region (i.e., border with POR),
whereas the anterior red projection falls into AL. The bright yellow color represents nonspecific staining of white matter. H,
Hippocampus; Ent, entorhinal cortex. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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extended about half the distance from the rhinal fissure to the tip
of V1. At this point, the staining density decreased suddenly by
�20% and marked a border that ran mediolaterally across the
acallosal island encircled by FR-labeled callosal connections (Fig.
1B,C). The bisection of the acallosal island into a posterior and
anterior field was reminiscent of areas LM and AL (Wang and
Burkhalter, 2007) and suggested that m2AChR expression
marked the LM/AL border. To test this possibility, we recorded
receptive fields, labeled selected positions by small deposits of FE,
and correlated their location with immunostaining for m2AChR.
The results in Figure 1C show that in the medial recording se-
quence (sites 1– 8), receptive field positions dropped from the
upper to the lower nasal visual field and at site 5 reversed to the
upper nasal field (Fig. 1D). In the lateral sequence (sites 9 –18),
we found a similar map inversion at recording site 15 in the
temporal visual field (Fig. 1D). The map inversion coincided
with a slight increase in receptive field size. Moreover, the map
inversion at the lower visual field periphery was precisely aligned
with a transition in m2AChR expression (Fig. 1A–C), which
strongly indicated that it represented the LM/AL border.

Because it is not always practical to identify the LM/AL border
by mapping receptive fields, we studied the relationship of
m2AChR expression by mapping axonal input from V1 with an-
terogradely transported FR and FE. We found that FE injections
into the lower visual field always labeled a single green cluster of
axon terminals in the center of the large acallosal region on the
lateral side of V1 (Fig. 2C). This patch was flanked on the anterior
and posterior sides by two red projections from the upper visual

field (Fig. 2D). Importantly, immuno-
staining of the same section showed that
the green patch coincided with the
m2AChR border, whereas the red patches
fell into either the heavily or weakly
m2AChR-expressing regions on either
side of the border (Fig. 2 A–C).

To obtain a better view of m2AChR
expression in different cortical layers, we
performed a similar tracing experiment in
brains that were sectioned in the parasag-
ittal plane. As expected, the green projec-
tion from the lower quadrant of V1 (Fig.
3C, inset) consisted of a single patch that
coincided with the transition between LM
and AL from a thick to a thin m2AChR-
expressing layer 4 (Fig. 3). The red V1
projections from the upper visual field
(Fig. 3C, inset) labeled a posterior patch in
LM and an anterior patch in AL (Fig. 3D).

The discovery of an area-specific chemo-
architecture raised the question whether
LM and AL are also cytoarchitectonically
distinct. At first glance, Nissl-stained sec-
tions revealed no obvious differences. How-
ever, when we labeled the LM/AL border by
retrograde tracing of lower field projections
to V1 with green microspheres (Fig. 4D), we
were able discern a subtle change of cytoar-
chitecture. For example, in the case shown
in Figure 4, we noticed a change in the
crispness of the layer 4/5 border between
the green-labeled patches representing the
lower visual field periphery in LM and AL
(Fig. 4A,D). The transition was quite sud-

den, changing from a uniform cytoarchitecture in LM to a more
laminated pattern in AL (Fig. 4A). Similar cytoarchitectonic dif-
ferences were observed in published atlases (Franklin et al., 2007;
Dong, 2008). The change was more readily apparent in line scans
where the optical density of layer 4 in LM was �20% greater than
in AL (Fig. 4B,C). In addition, density contour maps gave the
distinct impression that layer 4 in LM was more densely packed
and wider than in AL (Fig. 4B). These differences strongly suggest
that LM and AL are cytoarchitectonically and chemoarchitec-
tonically distinct areas.

Identification of cortical areas and regions
Cortical areas are constructs that have unique functional proper-
ties, architectural features, topographies, and connections (Felle-
man and Van Essen, 1991). To understand the network of
connections between areas, we need unambiguous markers of
their borders and identity (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010). This is
particularly important in small animals in which cortical cytoarchi-
tecture is relatively uniform and reconstructing two-dimensional
maps of small areas (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) from transverse
sections is extremely challenging (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001).
Previously, we have used topographic mapping of V1 connec-
tions and the relationships of these iputs to fixed callosal connec-
tions for delineating at least 10 areas in mouse visual cortex
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Topographic mapping of connec-
tions and receptive fields, however, is not always practical, and cal-
losal connections by themselves are insufficient for determining
areal borders. A more effective approach is using chemoarchitec-

Figure 4. Cytoarchitectonic LM/AL border coincides with lower visual field input from V1. A, Nissl-stained parasagittal section.
Tick marks indicate LM/AL and LM/POR borders. Within LM, there are no clear cytoarchitectonic differences between layers 2/3 and
4. In deep layers of LM, cells are less densely packed. In AL, layer 4 appears more distinct from layers 2/3 and 5. These differences are
more readily apparent by marking the LM/AL border through tracing of lower field inputs to V1 (D). The arrowheads indicate the
POR/Ent, AL/RL, and RL/S1 borders. B, Density contour map of Nissl-stained cell bodies shown in A. The optical density of layers
2– 4 of LM is 10 –20% higher than in AL. The difference is most prominent in layer 4. The map also indicates that layer 4 in AL is
thinner than in LM. C, Line scan of optical density across layers in LM and AL. The average � SEM (gray regions) density in layers
2– 4 of LM is higher and layer 4 is wider than in AL. WM, White matter. D, Fluorescence image of section adjacent to the
Nissl-stained section depicted in A, showing retrogradely labeled callosal connections (blue) and microsphere-labeled neurons
that project to the upper (red) and lower (green) visual field representation of V1. Both green patches are flanked by two red
clusters of neurons at posterior and anterior edge of the acallosal region. Notice that the green patches are closer together on the
posterior and anterior sides of the LM/AL border (tick mark) shown in A and B. H, Hippocampus; Ent, entorhinal cortex; A, anterior;
V, ventral; P, posterior; D, dorsal. Scale bar, 0.5 mm.
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tonic borders. Such borders were found in
mice, monkey, and human by the expres-
sion of SMI-32, m2AChR, and RALDH3
(Wagner et al., 2006; Saleem et al., 2007; Van
der Gucht et al., 2007; Eickhoff et al., 2008).
However, whether these chemoarchitec-
tonic borders are correlated with borders of
topographic maps that correspond to corti-
cal areas remains unknown.

SMI-32 expression
V1 was identified by strong SMI-32 expres-
sion in layer 4 and very weak labeling in the
transversely cut upper layers at the posterior
border (Fig. 5A,B). Even stronger SMI-32
expression was found in the primary so-
matosensory cortex (S1), in auditory cortex
(Au), agranular retrosplenial cortex (RSA),
and medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) (Fig.
5A,B). Less dense labeling was observed in
the belt surrounding V1. Superimposition
of SMI-32 labeling and callosal connections
suggested that this belt contained areas P
(posterior), POR (postrhinal), LM, LI (lat-
erointermediate), AL, RL (rostrolateral), A
(anterior), AM (anteromedial), and PM
(posteromedial), in each of which we have
previously found a complete topographic
map of the visual field (Wang and Burkhal-
ter, 2007) (Fig. 5). Labeling throughout the
belt was not uniform. Some of this hetero-
geneity was caused by sectioning the poste-
rior pole in the transverse plain. This
affected mainly the posterior area P,
which showed weak labeling in upper lay-
ers next to strong labeling in layer 4. In AL,
RL, and A, which were cut perfectly tan-
gentially, however, SMI-32 expression in
layer 4 was slightly weaker than in LM,
suggesting a tentative border between posterior (V2LP) and an-
terior (V2LA) lateral V2 (Van der Gucht et al., 2007). Still weaker
SMI-32 expression was found in AM and PM of the medial acal-
losal cortex (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) (Fig. 5). This region
was flanked by the unlabeled strip of the mediomedial region
(MM), which filled the gap to RSA (Fig. 5). Finally, weak labeling
was found at the ventral tip of the SMI-32-expressing band on the
lateral side of V1. By location and shape, this sparsely labeled
region resembled area 36p, whose inputs from V1 seems to lack
topographic organization (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Thus,
although the SMI-32-expressing belt around V1 included at least
nine previously identified areas (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007),
the tangential pattern in layer 4 showed no sharp transitions in-
dicative of unambiguous areal borders. However, it is important
to note that SMI-32 expression showed conspicuous transitions
that may be associated with the A/AM and POR/36p borders.

Moderate SMI-32 expression was found in the cortex that
flanked the dorsal side of auditory cortex, which was only par-
tially connected with the opposite hemisphere and filled the gap
between Au and S1 (Fig. 5). This region may correspond to the
cytoarchitectonically identified third rostral temporal cortex
(Te3R) in rat (Palomero-Gallagher and Zilles, 2004). Although
SMI-32 expression throughout the region was relatively uniform,
clear chemoarchitectonic differences were only apparent in

m2AChR-stained sections (Fig. 6A,B,D). This material clearly
showed that the region was heterogeneous, composed of the
heavily stained dorsal posterior auditory area (DP) (Stiebler et al.,
1997; Budinger and Scheich, 2009), the unstained multisensory
dorsal anterior area (DA) (Brett-Green et al., 2003), and the sec-
ondary somatosensory cortex (S2) (Benison et al., 2007) (Fig. 6).

Very sparse SMI-32 expression was found in the belt that sur-
rounded Au posteriorly and laterally (ventrally) and extended
forward along the upper bank of the rhinal fissure (Fig. 5). The
SMI-32-negative field included the cytoarchitectonically identi-
fied temporal association cortex (TE) and the perirhinal region
36 (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001; Dong, 2008). In rat, TE may
correspond to Te2d, in which neurofilament expression is con-
fined mainly to deep layers (Sia and Bourne, 2008), and to Te2C
and Te3V (Palomero-Gallagher and Zilles, 2004), which may in-
clude the ventral and suprarhinal auditory fields (Higgins et al.,
2010). Region 36 may include the cytoarchitectonic fields TeV,
Te2v (Palomero-Gallagher and Zilles, 2004; Sia and Bourne,
2008), and Burwell’s area 36 (Burwell, 2000). The strongly SMI-
32-expressing region in the fundus of the rhinal sulcus, which was
cytoarchitectonically distinct from entorhinal cortex (van Groen,
2001), was identified as region 35.

In entorhinal cortex, SMI-32 expression was much denser in
the medial (MEC) than the lateral [lateral entorhinal cortex

Figure 5. Regional pattern of neurofilament protein (SMI-32) expression in layer 4 of adult mouse cerebral cortex. A, Dark-field
image of SMI-32-immunolabeled tangential section showing the posterior half of the left cerebral cortex. The gold-colored
labeling shows strong SMI-32 expression in V1 (note that the sections are cut transversely at the posterior pole, which exposes the
weakly labeled upper layers), Au, and S1, as well as in RSA and MEC. Moderate SMI-32 expression is found in the cortex between S1
and Au, which contains S2, DP, and DA. Moderate labeling is also observed in LEC and throughout the belt on the lateral side of V1.
Much weaker expression is seen in the acallosal region on the medial side of V1. Weak labeling is also found at the lateral (ventral)
tip of the belt in a region that corresponds to area 36p. Extremely sparse SMI-32 expression is present in an L-shaped region in TE
and the perirhinal areas 36 and 35 on the lateral side of Au. Little detectable SMI-32 expression is seen in a longitudinal MM strip
adjacent to RSA. B, Density contour map of SMI-32 expression providing a quantitative image of the staining shown in A. C,
Fluorescence image of retrogradely bisbenzimide-labeled callosal connections in the same section shown in A. D, Overlay of SMI-32
labeling shown in A with white, false-colored callosal connections shown in C. The SMI-32-expressing belt around V1 is shown in
an overlay of the fixed pattern of callosal connections. Callosal landmarks were used as reference for identification of areas V1, P,
POR, LM, LI, AL, RL, A, AM, and PM, which were previously described by topographic mapping (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007).
Labeling in P is nonuniform because of transverse sectioning of weakly labeled upper layers. Labeling of the belt’s most lateral tip
is weaker and outlines the weakly topographic area 36p (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). In the rest of the uniformly callosally
connected cortex, SMI-32 expression is found in a region that extends from the posterior/dorsal corner of Au into the gap between
S1 and Au. This region includes DP, DA, and S2. Very sparse SMI-32 staining is shown in the L-shaped belt on the posterior and
lateral side of Au, which includes TE, field 36, and field 35. Extremely sparse staining is present in MM. rf, Rhinal fissure; A, anterior;
M, medial; P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm.
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(LEC)] part (Fig. 5). MEC was distinguished from LEC as the
region that, in coronal sections, showed no gap between layers 2
and 3 (van Groen, 2001).

m2AChR expression
The m2AChR expression pattern in layer 4 showed striking sim-
ilarities with the distribution of SMI-32 labeling. Similar to SMI-
32, the most intense m2AChR expression was observed in V1, S1,
Au, and RSA (Fig. 6). More moderate m2AChR expression was
found in the SMI-32-positive belt around V1 that included areas
36p, POR, P, LI, LM, AL, RL, A, AM, and PM. In the acallosal cortex,
which contained AM and PM (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007),
m2AChR expression was weak but distinct from the more weakly
stained strip of MM that adjoined the lateral side of the heavily la-

beled retrosplenial cortex (Fig. 6). However,
the m2AChR and SMI-32 labeling patterns
also showed important differences. For ex-
ample, in the belt around V1, m2AChR ex-
pression continued to the most lateral
(ventral) tip where it labeled the triangular
area 36p (Fig. 6), in which SMI-32 expres-
sion was very weak (Fig. 5). More impor-
tantly, m2AChR expression was sharply
decreased in the anterior part of the large
acallosal region on the lateral side of V1 (Fig.
6), which is consistent with the notion that
this chemoarchitectonic transition marks
the LM/AL border (Figs. 1A–C, 2).

Unlike the uniform SMI-32 labeling
(Fig. 5) in the gap between S1 and Au,
m2AChR expression consisted of several
rows of stained ring-like structures (Fig.
6A,B) reminiscent of an upright vibrissal
map, which in rat represents the second-
ary somatosensory area S2 (Benison et al.,
2007). This putative area, S2, extended
forward from the posterior margin of S1
to the anterior tip of the barrel field. It
received strong callosal connections on
the lateral side, which may account for the
bilateral forepaw input (Carvell and Si-
mons, 1986). This novel delineation of the
secondary somatosensory cortex differs
from previous maps of mouse and rat cor-
tex (Wallace, 1987; Remple et al., 2003) in
which anterior parts of the lateral parietal
region (Fabri and Burton, 1991) overlap
with S2. On the lateral side of S2, in the
posterior part of the dorsal multimodal
sensory zone (Storace et al., 2010), we
found a strongly m2AChR-expressing re-
gion (Fig. 6) that presumably corresponds
to dorsal posterior auditory area DP (Stie-
bler et al., 1997; Budinger and Scheich,
2009). The same region was also labeled
with SMI-32 (Fig. 5). Whereas the ante-
rior DP/DA border was only visible with
m2AChR (Figs. 5, 6), both markers unam-
biguously delineated the posterior DP/TE
border (Figs. 5, 6).

In the belt that wrapped around the
posterior and lateral (ventral) side of Au,
m2AChR expression was generally sparse
and resembled the SMI-32-negative belt

with a similar shape and location (Fig. 5, 6). The only difference
was that in deeper layers, m2AChR expression was increased lat-
eral (ventral) to Au and delineated intermediate regions of tem-
poral and perirhinal cortex, TE and 36 (Fig. 6). Area 35 was
identified as an m2AChR-expressing region in the fundus of the
rhinal sulcus (Fig. 6).

In entorhinal cortex, m2AChR expression was much denser in
the callosally connected than the acallosal part (Fig. 6). The to-
pology of the heavily m2AChR-expressing region resembled the
flat map of MEC reconstructed from Nissl-stained coronal sec-
tions (Burwell and Amaral, 1998; Hargreaves et al., 2005), sug-
gesting that the more weakly stained subdivision of entorhinal
cortex corresponds to LEC.

Figure 6. Regional pattern of m2AChR expression in layer 4 of adult mouse cerebral cortex. A, m2AChR-immunolabeled
tangential section showing most of the left cerebral cortex. Expression of m2AChR is strong in V1, S1, RSA, and MEC. S2 shows three
to five rows of m2AChR-expressing ring-like structures. Moderate staining is found in a belt on the lateral side of V1, extending
from 36p to the LM/AL border (arrow) at which the labeling density abruptly decreased and continued around the tip to the medial
side of V1. Adjacent to the triangular field on the medial side of V1, we found an unlabeled longitudinal strip, which was previously
identified as MM (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Moderate nonuniform m2AChR expression is found in Au (identified by myeloar-
chitectonic borders) and in a region designated DP, adjacent to the posterior/dorsal corner of Au. Weak staining is found on the
lateral (ventral) side of Au in intermediate parts of TE and field 36. B, Density contour map of m2AChR expression providing a
quantitative image of the staining shown in A). The arrow marks a �20% difference in m2AChR expression at the LM/AL border
(arrow). C, Fluorescence image of retrogradely bisbenzimide-labeled callosal connections in the same section shown in A. D,
Overlay of m2AChR expression shown in A with callosal connections shown in C. The m2AChR-expressing belt around V1 is shown
to overlay the fixed pattern of callosal connections. These landmarks were used as references for identifying areas V1, P, POR, 36p,
LM, LI, AL, RL, A, AM, and PM, which were previously described by topographic mapping (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Note that
m2AChR expression is weaker in AL (better seen in A and B), which lies in the anterior part of the large acallosal region on the lateral
side of V1. Slightly stronger m2AChR expression is observed in acallosal cortex that contains AM and PM on the medial side of V1.
In the more uniformly callosally connected cortex, m2AChR expression is present in DP but is absent in DA in the anterior part of the
dorsal auditory belt. Very sparse m2AChR staining is present in the L-shaped belt on the posterior and lateral (ventral) side of Au,
which includes TE and area 36. Considerable m2AChR expression is found in the acallosal area 35. rf, Rhinal fissure; A, anterior; M,
medial; P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale bar, 1 mm.
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RALDH3 expression
The expression of RALDH3 showed a re-
gional pattern that was mainly complemen-
tary to SMI-32 and m2AChR labeling (Fig.
7). In medial occipital cortex, RALDH3 ex-
pression was particularly strong in the cal-
losally connected MM region. Expression in
MM was continuous with more anterior re-
gions in cingulate, motor, and prefrontal
cortex and resembled the published pattern
(Wagner et al., 2006). RALDH3 expression
in AM and PM was slightly weaker and
gradually decreased toward the medial bor-
der of V1. A similar gradual decline in
RALDH3 expression was observed across
the border with RSA.

A mainly complementary pattern was
also found in temporal cortex where
RALDH3 strongly labeled the SMI-32-
and m2AChR-negative regions of TE and
36 but spared area 35 (Fig. 7). Weaker
RALDH3 expression (except in the fun-
dus of the rhinal sulcus) was found in ar-
eas 36p, POR, and P, where it partially
overlapped with SMI-32 and m2AChR la-
beling (Fig. 7).

Thus, RALDH3, SMI-32, and m2AChR
expression revealed distinct cortical sub-
divisions at fixed locations, with unam-
biguous shapes and borders that provided
landmarks (similar to callosal connec-
tions) that can be used as references for
assigning borders of areas and projection targets.

Connections of area LM
In our pathway-tracing experiments, we mostly observed an-
terogradely labeled axons and only rarely encountered retro-
gradely BDA-labeled cell bodies. When present, BDA-labeled
neurons accounted for less than a single cell per projection site
contained in a 50 �m section. We attribute the negligible
amount of retrograde transport to the lack of brain injury at
the BDA injection site.

We traced the connections of LM in 11 mice. In eight of these,
the injection sites were unambiguously located in the posterior/
medial part of the large acallosal region on the lateral side of V1
(Fig. 8A,C,D). All of these injections labeled V1 projections that
were confined to the upper visual field in the posterior part of
primary visual cortex, indicating that the injections were in LM
and not in AL (Fig. 8B). It is important to note that although the
injection sites and sizes (200 –500 �m in diameter) appeared
variable, V1 projections were always confined to parts of V1,
whose locations varied according to the known topographic
maps of LM and V1 (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). For example,
injections into posterior LM labeled upper field projections at the
posterior edge of V1, in anterior AL, lateral LI, posterior/medial
PM, anterior/medial AM, anterior RL, anterior A, and anterior to
the rhinal fissure in P and POR (Fig. 8B,D). In contrast, LM
injections of more anterior/lateral sites of the acallosal region
labeled lower fields in anterior/medial V1, posterior AL, medial
LI, a single large patch at the V1/PM/AM border, RL and A
projections at the tip of V1, and P and POR projections at the
edge of the rhinal fissure (supplemental Fig. 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

LM injections labeled 22 distinct cortical targets that differed
in projection strength. The main targets in visual cortex were
previously identified by topographic mapping of V1 inputs and
determining their spatial relationships to callosal connections
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). These landmarks were traced in
the present study and used in each case as fixed references for
identifying the projections to V1, P, POR, LI, AL, RL, A, AM, and
PM. In the example shown in Figure 8, the connections to V1
terminated in the posterior part of the area, indicating that the
injection was located 30 –50° in the upper peripheral visual field
(Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). Projections within the large acal-
losal region on the lateral side of V1 were found at two sites; the
stronger input was to anterior AL, whereas weaker input was
found in LI at the posterior/lateral border of the acallosal region
(Fig. 8B,D). The projection to P was found in a smaller acallosal
region behind the one that contained LM, AL, and LI (Fig. 8B,D).
In callosally connected cortex lateral (ventral) to P, we found
connections to POR (Fig. 8B,D). The projections to RL were
associated with the callosal ring anterior to the large acallosal
region (Fig. 8B,D). The acallosal cortex between the tip of V1 and
S1 contained multiple patches of BDA-labeled axons that termi-
nated in area A (Fig. 8B,D). In acallosal cortex on the medial side
of V1, we found strong inputs to AM and PM (Fig. 8B,D).

Targets in which we previously found no evidence for visuo-
topic maps are referred to as regions or fields instead of areas. To
identify these targets, we used a combination of SMI-32,
m2AChR, and RALDH3 immunostaining as chemical labels.
These markers were consistently expressed in distinct, partially
overlapping (SMI-32 and m2AChR) (Figs. 5, 6) and sometimes
complementary (m2AChR and RALDH3) (Fig. 7) regions with
unambiguous borders that were extremely useful for subdividing

Figure 7. Complementary patterns of RALDH3 and m2AChR expression. A, RALDH3 expression in layer 4 of cerebral cortex in an
11-d-old mouse. Intense staining is found in the center of MM. RALDH3 expression weakens in lateral parts of PM and AM as well
as in medial parts of RSA. Strong expression is present in a temporal association (TE) and perirhinal cortex (area 36). Expression of
RALDH3 is slightly weaker in posterior parts of P, POR, and 36p close to the rhinal sulcus. No detectable expression of RALDH3 is
observed in area 35. B, Density contour map of RALDH3 expression, providing a quantitative image of the staining shown in A. C,
Density contour map of m2AChR immunofluorescence of double-immunostained section shown in A. A �20% difference in
staining intensity is shown at the LM/AL border (arrowhead). D, Overlay of m2AChR (red) and RALDH3 (green) expression in the
same section immunolabeled with two different antibodies, showing mainly complementary staining patterns. The LM/AL border
is indicated with an arrowhead. rf, Rhinal fissure; A, anterior; M, medial; P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale: 1 mm.
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the relatively featureless cortical sheet. In motor, cingulate, and
prelimbic cortex in which labeling with SMI-32, m2AChR, and
RALDH3 was less distinctive, targets were identified based on
established cytoarchitectonic criteria (Paxinos and Franklin,
2001; Dong, 2008).

In the temporal lobe, we identified projections to field 36 in SMI-
32-negative/m2AChR- negative/RALDH3-positive cortex that la-
beled clusters of axons in anterior 36a, including weak projections to
field 35 in the fundus of the rhinal sulcus (Figs. 5–7, 8B). Projections
to the posterior region 36p overlapped with a small field of SMI-32-
negative/m2AChR-positive/RALDH3-postitive cortex in front of
POR (Figs. 5–7, 8B). Very weak inputs were observed in TEp in
SMI-32-negative/m2AChR-negative/RALDH3-positive cortex and
the m2AChR-expressing fields of Au, DP, and S2 (supplemental Fig.
1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). More
consistent inputs were found in TEa and the cortex around the an-
terior margin of Au (Figs. 5–7, 8B).

In parietal cortex, we found extremely weak inputs to the septa
of S1 and to the m2AChR-negative DA region at the dorsal/ante-
rior border of Au (Figs. 6, 8B).

In medial/posterior cortex, we found weak projections in the
acallosal, SMI-32-negative/m2AChR-negative/RALDH3-positive
strip, which we designated MM (Figs. 5–7, 8B).

In limbic cortex medial to MM, we found inputs that were
almost completely confined to RSA and only rarely showed axons
in layer 1 of the granular subdivision (Fig. 8B). Inputs to other
limbic regions in entorhinal cortex terminated more strongly in

LEC than in MEC (Fig. 8B). The inputs to
the presubiculum and subiculum were
weak (data not shown).

In frontal cortex, the strongest inputs
were found in the primary cingulate area
[Cg1 (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001), ACAd
(Dong, 2008)] (Fig. 8B, inset). In rat, Cg1
represents a motor region in which weak
microstimulation elicits eye and eyelid
movements (Brecht et al., 2004). Very weak
input was found to the neighboring M2
region (Fig. 8B, inset), which in rat may cor-
respond to AGm or Fr2 (Palomero-Gal-
lagher and Zilles, 2004) and was shown to
contain a motor map for vibrissa move-
ments (Brecht et al., 2004).

Connections to the prefrontal cortex
terminated in the dorsal teania tecta of in-
fralimbic cortex (IL) (Van De Werd et al.,
2010) (data not shown), which is involved
in fear-extinction learning (Hefner et al.,
2008) and in rat lacks input from visual
cortex (Hoover and Vertes, 2007). Finally,
a weak projection was found to the ventral
orbitofrontal area (VO; data not shown)
which was shown to play a role in naviga-
tion and spatial attention (Kolb et al.,
1983; King et al., 1989; Corwin et al., 1994;
Feierstein et al., 2006).

Connections of area AL
The connections of AL were studied in
five mice. In all of these, the injections
were in the anterior part of the large acal-
losal region on the lateral side of V1,
which is far away from the LM/AL border.

As expected from previous mapping studies (Wang and Burkhal-
ter, 2007), we found that inputs terminated in the upper visual
field at the posterior border of V1 (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007),
indicating that the injections were centered in AL. In each of these
cases, we found labeled projections in similar targets, but the
distribution of inputs was dependent on the topographic location
of the injection site (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007). For example,
injections into the upper periphery of the visual field labeled
projections on the posterior/medial side of V1 (Fig. 9B). In con-
trast, more peripheral injections in slightly lower parts of the
upper visual field labeled projections along the medial border of
V1 [Burkhalter and Wang (2008), their Fig. 20.4]. Similar topo-
graphic dependences were found for inputs to extrastriate cortex.
Here, the projections to LM terminated at the posterior edge of
the acallosal region and almost completely merged with inputs to
LI (Fig. 9B). Upper peripheral inputs to PM and AM labeled two
patches separated by a gap from V1, which shows sparing of the
extreme upper peripheral visual field and is consistent with the
topography of V1 inputs (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) (Fig. 9B).
Similar to inputs from LM, upper field projections of AL termi-
nated in anterior RL, A, P, and POR (Fig. 9B).

We were surprised that injections that covered most of AL
labeled only a small fraction of V1 projections with striking to-
pographic organization (Fig. 9B). Similar labeling patterns were
obtained by apparently much smaller injections (Fig. 8B; supple-
mental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
material). These results suggest that the effective site of BDA

Figure 8. Connections of area LM of adult mouse visual cortex. A, Tangential section through layer 2/3 of left posterior cerebral
cortex showing injection site (arrow) in a dark-field image of myeloarchitecture. B, Dark-field image of axonal projections labeled
by BDA injection (arrow) into LM. The projections to areas P, POR, LI, AL, RL, A, AM, and PM of the visual cortex are identified by their
location relative to fixed retrogradely bisbenzimide-labeled callosal landmarks (Wang and Burkhalter, 2007) shown in the overlay
in C and D. V1, S1, and Au were identified by their distinct myeloarchitectures. RSA, MEC, LEC, Cg1 (inset), and M2 (inset) were
identified based on cytoarchitectonic features (Franklin et al., 2007). Projections to TEa, 36p, and 35 were identified by their
relative location to SMI-32-, m2AChR-, and RALDH3-labeled/unlabeled regions (see Results for details). DA was identified by its
location in the m2AChR-negative region at the dorsal/anterior margin of Au. MM was identified by its location in the SMI-32-
negative/m2AChR-negative/RALDH3-positive strip in callosally connected cortex. Ent, Entorhinal cortex; A, anterior; M, medial; P,
posterior; L, lateral. Scale bars: A, B, D, 1 mm; B, inset, 0.3 mm.
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uptake of apparently unequal injections
was similar and the difference in the size
of injection seen in histological sections
may be misleading.

AL injections labeled 27 distinct corti-
cal targets that differed in projection
strengths. A subset of these targets (V1, P,
POR, LI, LM, RL, A, AM, and PM) was
previously identified as areas (Wang and
Burkhalter, 2007) and was distinguished
here by their location relative to callosal
landmarks. The remainder of the projec-
tions was assigned to SMI-32-, m2AChR-,
and RALDH3-positive/negative fields or
cytoarchitectonic regions (Paxinos and
Franklin, 2001; Dong, 2008).

In the occipital cortex, we found strong
projections to LM in the posterior part of
the large acallosal region lateral to V1 (Fig.
9B,D). At the lateral border of the acallosal
region, we found a weak projection to LI,
which was joined with LM projections at the
LM/LI border (Fig. 9 B, D) (Wang and
Burkhalter, 2007). A similarly weak and par-
tially overlapping projection was found in
the acallosal territory of P (Fig. 9B,D). The
projections from AL to POR, 36p, 36a, Tea,
and 35 were substantially weaker than from
LM. However, unlike LM, we found that AL
sent strong inputs to the SMI-32-negative/
m2AChR-negative/RALDH3-positive re-
gion in posterior temporal association
cortex designated TEp (Figs. 5–7, 9B,D),
which appears to coincide with the ventral
auditory field (Storace et al., 2010). In addi-
tion, we found moderately strong projections
in Au and DP, associated with the SMI-32-
positive/m2AChR-positive/RALDH3-nega-
tive region of the dorsal auditory belt
(Figs. 5–7, 9B,D).

Parietal cortex received much stronger input from AL than
LM. These inputs were targeted to RL, A, the septa and dysgranu-
lar zone of S1 (Alloway, 2008), the m2AChR-expressing whisker
region of S2 (Aronoff et al., 2010), and the m2AChR-negative
multisensory region designated DA (Figs. 6, 9B,D).

In cortex medial to V1, we found AL projections to PM and
extremely strong input to AM, which was much denser than in-
put from LM (Figs. 8B, 9B,D). In contrast, the projections from
AL to MM were weaker than from LM (Figs. 8B, 9B,D).

Inputs to limbic cortex terminated almost exclusively in RSA
(Fig. 9B,D). In entorhinal cortex, the projections to the SMI-32-
positive/m2AChR-postive MEC were stronger than to the more
weakly SMI-32/m2AChR-expressing LEC (Fig. 9B,C). Inputs to
subiculum and presubiculum were weak (data not shown).

Inputs to frontal cortex terminated strongly in Cg1 (Fig. 9B).
However, unlike LM, AL also projected much more strongly to
the medial agranular cortex, which in mice is designated M2 or
MOPs (Fig. 9B, inset) (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001; Dong, 2008).
In rat, M2 may correspond to the medial agranular field (AGm or
Fr2) (Brecht et al., 2004), which is part of primary motor cortex
where low-threshold microstimulation elicits whisker move-
ments that are important for active sensing of the environment
(Brecht et al., 2004; Diamond, 2010).

Input to the prefrontal cortex included the infralimbic field
designated IL (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001) (data not shown) or
ILA (Dong, 2008) (data not shown). Orbitofrontal projections
terminated in VO (data not shown).

Strengths of LM and AL connections
Our qualitative studies of BDA-labeled intracortical connections
have shown that AL projects to a larger number of visual, multi-
sensory, and motor targets in temporal, parietal, and frontal cor-
tex than LM, whose connections were more confined to visual
and sensory association regions in temporal and occipital cortex.
This description, however, is derived solely from the presence or
absence of connections, which provides incomplete information
about the specificity of the network (Markov et al., 2010) and the
flow of visual information through LM and AL. We therefore
studied whether the qualitative differences were expressed in the
projection strengths. For this, we first determined whether the
bouton densities in 10 BDA-labeled targets of V1 were correlated
with the optical densities of label in the terminal fields. This was
done by using an optical dissector probe for counting boutons
and scaling each projection to the sum of boutons labeled in the
10 targets of V1. The results showed that the absolute bouton
density differed in the 10 targets (Fig. 10A). More importantly,

Figure 9. Connections of area AL of adult mouse visual cortex. A, Tangential section through layer 2/3 of left posterior cerebral
cortex showing injection site (arrow) in a dark-field image of myeloarchitecture. B, Dark-field image of axonal projections labeled
by BDA injection (injection site is dark because of quenching by the brown reaction product) into AL (arrow). C, D, The projections
to areas P, POR, LI, LM, RL, A, AM, and PM of the visual cortex are identified by their location relative to retrogradely bisbenzimide-
labeled callosal connections (C) and overlaying these fixed landmarks on the BDA-labeled projection pattern (D). V1, S1, and Au
were identified by their distinct myeloarchitectures. RSA, MEC, LEC, Cg1 (inset), and M2 (inset) were identified based on cytoar-
chitectonic features (Paxinos and Franklin, 2001). S2 was identified based on distinctive m2AChR expression (see Fig. 6 A). DP was
identified as the SMI-32-positive/m2AChR-positive region at the dorsal/posterior edge of Au. DA was identified by location in the
m2AChR-negative region at the dorsal/anterior margin of Au. Projections to TE (TEa, TEp), 36 (36p), and 35 were identified by their
location relative to SMI-32-, m2AChR-, and RALDH3-labeled/unlabeled regions (see text for details). MM was identified by its
location in the m2AChR-negative/RALDH3-positive strip in callosally connected cortex. Ent, Entorhinal cortex; A, anterior; M,
medial; P, posterior; L, lateral. Scale bars: A, B, D, 1 mm; B, inset, 0.3 mm.
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we found a highly significant (R 2 � 0.94; p � 0.0001) positive
linear relationship between bouton density and optical density
(Fig. 10A). This suggests that bouton density is significantly cor-
related with optical density and that the projection density is
independent of the BDA injection site as well as occasional retro-
gradely labeled neurons in the target area.

We next used densitometry to compare the strengths of BDA-
labeled axonal projections from LM and AL. The weight of indi-
vidual projections were plotted as a percentage of the summed
density of all projections labeled in the same mouse and averaged
across animals. For optimal visualization, the projection targets
were plotted according to their natural location within the cortex.
The analysis shows that LM and AL were strongly reciprocally
connected with each other (Fig. 10B). The results also show that

LM and AL shared multiple projection targets but that the
strengths of many projections differed between LM and AL. For
example, LM showed significantly ( p � 0.01) stronger feedback
connections to V1 than AL (Fig. 10B). LM also showed signifi-
cantly ( p � 0.01) stronger connections to the temporal areas LI,
P, POR, and the LEC ( p � 0.05) (Fig. 10B). In contrast, the
connections from AL were significantly ( p � 0.01) stronger in
the parietal areas RL, DA, A, and AM as well as MEC ( p � 0.05).
In addition, AL sent significantly stronger input to the auditory
areas Au, DP, and TEp; S2; the primary motor whisker cortex
(M2); and the frontal eye field (Cg1) (Fig. 10B). These quantita-
tive results strongly support the notion that information from
LM preferentially flows in a ventral stream of interconnected
areas, whereas AL is preferentially connected to a dorsal stream.
Although such streams suggest functional segregation, it is im-
portant to note that we found connections between each of the 10
injected areas, indicating a high degree of integration within the
visual cortical network.

Discussion
We have found that LM and AL have distinct cytoarchitectures
and chemoarchitectures and project to diverse sets of cortical
targets. Quantitative analyses show that LM projects more
strongly to temporal than to parietal and frontal areas, whereas
AL’s outputs are stronger to parietal and frontal than to temporal
areas. The results support previous findings that LM and AL con-
tain separate topographic maps of the visual field (Wang and
Burkhalter, 2007) and process different stimulus features (Gao et
al., 2006). Thus, all criteria are met for regarding LM and AL as
distinct areas, acting as gateways of ventral and dorsal visual pro-
cessing streams. Alternative schemes that lump LM and AL into a
single area, V2L, do not reflect the true structure of mouse visual
cortex in which V1 is adjoined by a string of small areas (Schuett
et al., 2002; Wang and Burkhalter, 2007; Tohmi et al., 2009) and
misrepresent V2L as a single area, homologous to primate V2
(Rosa and Krubitzer, 1999; Kalatsky and Stryker, 2003; Van den
Bergh et al., 2010).

Ventral and dorsal stream
Previous studies of the cytoarchitectonic field known as 18a,
Oc2L, and V2L (Caviness, 1975; Paxinos and Watson, 1986;
Franklin and Paxinos, 2007) have shown in rat and mouse that
the region is reciprocally connected with occipital, temporal, pa-
rietal, and frontal cortex (Beckstead, 1979; Simmons et al., 1982;
Miller and Vogt, 1984; Reep et al., 1990; Paperna and Malach,
1991; Shi and Casell, 1997; Burwell and Amaral, 1998). Although
differences in the projections of anterior and posterior lateral
extrastriate cortex were observed previously, they were consid-
ered experimental variations. A few studies, however, noted that
the posterior part of rat Oc2L is more strongly linked to temporal
cortex and the amygdala than the anterior part, which provides
stronger input to the parietal cortex but lacks connections with
the amygdala (Sanderson et al., 1991; McDonald and Mascagni,
1996). Sanderson et al. (1991) first suggested that these patterns
were not variations but represent the connections of distinct ar-
eas LM and AL. This proposal was supported by findings in rat,
showing that AL more strongly projects to S1 and S2 and is higher
in the hierarchy than LM (Coogan and Burkhalter, 1993). We
found similar differences in mouse and show, using more defin-
itive areal identifications, that LM has much weaker inputs to
TEp, Au, DP, DA, and S2, which are important targets of AL. Our
results also show quantitative differences in projections that are
shared by AL and LM, demonstrating that LM is more strongly

Figure 10. Relative strengths of inputs from areas LM and AL to targets in ventral and dorsal
cerebral cortex. A, Positive significant (R 2 � 0.94, p � 0.0001) correlation between average
bouton density (3 fields in layers 2– 4 per projection in 3 mice) and average optical density (3
fields in layers 2– 4 per projection in 3 mice) of BDA-labeled connections in 10 targets of V1.
Numbers in parentheses indicate the average � SEM number of boutons/100 �m 2 counted in
three sections across each projection field in three mice. B, Relative strength (mean optical
density/projection as a percentage of the sum of optical densities of all projections � SEM) of
projections from LM (downward facing bars) and AL (upward facing bars) in different targets of
the cortex. Projections from LM more strongly innervate targets in temporal cortex, whereas AL
more strongly innervates parietal and frontal cortex, suggesting that LM and AL are gateways to
ventral (gray region on the left side) and dorsal (gray region on the right side) streams, respec-
tively. Injected areas LM and AL are indicated by gray arrows. *Significant ( p � 0.05)
differences.
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connected to V1 and the temporal areas P, LI, and POR. In con-
trast, AL has stronger connections with posterior parietal (RL, A,
AM) and motor (M2, Cg1) areas and favors MEC over LEC. The
preferential flow of information from LM into the ventral stream
is consistent with findings in rat, showing that the postrhinal area
(POR), which is connected to areas LM and AL, receives 33% of
its input from medial and lateral extrastriate cortex (Burwell and
Amaral, 1998). In contrast, information from posterior parietal
cortex, which is a major target of AL that is strongly connected to
the dorsal processing stream, sends only 7% of inputs to POR
(Burwell and Amaral, 1998). The connection patterns suggest
that LM and AL belong to distinct but interconnected visual pro-
cessing streams. However, it is important to note that the rela-
tionship between anatomical weight and physiological efficacy of
connections is complex (Ahmed et al., 1994; Binzegger et al.,
2004), indicating that additional studies will be necessary to de-
termine whether the static organization corresponds to the func-
tional network.

Functional differences of ventral and dorsal streams
LM and AL receive retinal information from subcortical centers
and via connections from V1. Subcortical inputs to LM ascend
directly via the lateral geniculate nucleus and indirectly via the
superior colliculus (SC) and lateral the posterior thalamus (LP)
(Masterson et al., 2009; Wang and Burkhalter, 2009). In contrast,
subcortical inputs to AL are carried exclusively by the indirect
SC3LP pathway (Simmons et al., 1982; Wang and Burkhalter,
2009). These differences may account for the longer latencies of
responses in AL than LM (Gao et al., 2008). The cortical inputs
from V1 to LM and AL are similar in length, but they derive from
distinct populations of neurons (Wang and Burkhalter, 2005),
resembling the organization of rat V1 in which separate groups of
neurons project to extrastriate visual, auditory, and somatosen-
sory cortices (Paperna and Malach, 1991). Optical recordings in
cat V1 have shown that functionally different sets of neurons
reside in distinct clusters (Shoham et al., 1997), which in monkey
project to functionally discrete compartments in V2 (Sincich et
al., 2007, 2010; Chen et al., 2008; Kaskan et al., 2009). A similar
organization may exist in mouse V1 in which LM-projecting neu-
rons are specialized for the processing of high spatial frequency/
high-contrast information, whereas AL-projecting neurons are
optimally tuned to low spatial frequency/low-contrast stimuli
(Gao et al., 2010). Such differential targeting of inputs may ac-
count for LM neurons that are tuned to high spatial frequency
and slow speed and AL neurons that are more sensitive to low
spatial frequency and high speed of motion (Montero and Jian,
1995; Gao et al., 2006).

The channeling of nonspatial and spatial information from
LM and AL, optimized for signaling object attributes and target
location, respectively, resembles the distinction into ventral and
dorsal streams known in primate visual cortex (Ungerleider and
Mishkin, 1982; Nassi and Callaway, 2009). A similar organization
was proposed from studies in rats, which showed that lesions in
the dorsal posterior parietal cortex impaired visuospatial percep-
tion (Kolb et al., 1982; Kolb and Walkey, 1987). In contrast,
lesions in the ventral extrastriate visual cortex showed impair-
ments in pattern discrimination (Gallardo et al., 1979; Dean,
1981; McDaniel et al., 1982). Moreover, studies in rat have shown
that damaging temporal cortex, downstream of the main outflow
of LM, disrupted object recognition but spared spatial memory
(Bussey et al., 1999; Prusky et al., 2004; Davies et al., 2006). One
interpretation of our results, then, is that LM projections play a

role in object recognition, whereas AL inputs are important for
the construction of spatial maps.

Although the segregation into dorsal and ventral streams may
play a role for visual perception, it is important to note that this
organization also sheds light on the layout of the network for
spatial navigation that includes the entorhinal– hippocampal cir-
cuit and the posterior parietal cortex (Burwell and Amaral, 1998;
Whitlock et al., 2008). Specifically, our results suggest that POR,
which is thought to relay output from grid cells in MEC (Fhyn et
al., 2004; Haftig et al., 2005) to posterior parietal cortex (Whit-
lock et al., 2008), receives much stronger inputs from LM than
AL. This may explain why the spatial modulation of POR neurons
is weak and unstable (Burwell and Hafeman, 2003; Fhyn et al.,
2004; Gaffan et al., 2004). Our results also suggest that the MEC,
whose grid cells signal self-position (Fhyn et al., 2004; Haftig et
al., 2005) and sends input to posterior parietal cortex, receives
stronger input from AL than LM. Thus, it is likely that the visual
motion information from AL (Gao et al., 2006) provides self-
motion cues (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983) over a range of
running speeds (Meek et al., 2009) to MEC. In addition, AL also
provides input to auditory, somatosensory, and polymodal areas
in posterior parietal cortex (Toldi et al., 1986; Nakamura, 1999;
Brett-Green et al., 2003). This input may be important for align-
ing external visual and auditory coordinates, with body-centered
somatosensory, proprioceptive, and vestibular maps required for
path integration and transformation of the self-location into
goal-directed behavior (Chen et al., 1994; Whitlock et al., 2008).
Unsurprisingly, disruption of visual and somatosensory integra-
tion in rat posterior parietal cortex interferes with path integra-
tion and results in disorientation (Pinto-Hamuy et al., 1987; Save
and Poucet, 2000).

Dorsal and ventral stream inputs to temporal and
entorhinal cortex
We have found that the connections from LM to LEC are stronger
than from AL. Conversely, we have found that inputs to MEC
arise principally from AL. This network differs from rat, where
lateral extrastriate visual cortex provides the principle input to
POR and few connections go to area 36 (Burwell and Amaral,
1998). Unlike in mouse, most connections of rat visual cortex
terminate in MEC, whereas LEC receives little visual input (Wit-
ter and Amaral, 2004). These results suggest that nonspatial in-
puts about object attributes and spatial information about object
location flow to both POR and perirhinal cortex. In addition, the
network in mouse suggests that the weakly spatially selective LEC
(Hargreaves et al., 2005) receives both spatial and nonspatial in-
puts from the ventral stream, whereas the grid cell-containing
MEC (Fhyn et al., 2004; Haftig et al., 2005) receives mainly spatial
input from the dorsal stream. Thus, convergent inputs from LEC
and MEC to the hippocampus may create representations of ob-
jects and place that resemble episodic memory (Knierim et al.,
2006).
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